Persistence of freely replicating SV40 recombinant molecules carrying a selectable marker in permissive simian cells.
We have demonstrated that a SV40-pBR322 recombinant vector (pSV2-gpt) carrying a bacterial gene of selectable phenotype (Eco-gpt) may persist extrachromosomally in COS1 cells, a simian cell line that endogenously produces SV40 large T antigen. The amount of circular (supercoiled) recombinant DNA was estimated to be between 5 and 2000 copies per cell among several pSV2-transformed COS1 clonal lines examined. Complete pSV2 molecules were found in the majority of the transformants, although some of the pSV2 DNAs recovered were shown to have deletions in the pBR322 region. Our results indicate that removal of the pBR322 "inhibitory sequence" in pSV2 is not necessary for stable maintenance of these recombinant molecules in COS1 cells. In addition, large amounts of pSV2-related high molecular weight DNAs, probably concatemers of pSV2, were detected in the transformed lines.